
HIGH DECK LADDER CARTS

SPECIFICATIONS 
Dimensions in inches, weight in pounds 
 
                  SH-6-TR        S-7-2       89151.     AL-1 
Width............30.5.............21.5...........30...........28.5 
Length............70...............49.............86..........46.25 (66.25 when folded) 
Height............108..............78............132...........103 (79 when folded) 
Weight...........202..............83............---...........149 (319 when ballast is full) 
Capacity.......1200.............500.........1200........500 
 
*ALL ROL-AWAY EQUIPMENT CAN BE CUSTOMIZED BY SIZE, LADDER STEPS, SHELVES, ETC. 
**Capacity can be increased depending on caster choice

DESIGN FEATURES 

SAFETY ENGINEERED 
Railed platform deck on top of all-welded construction allows 
working a large area from a secure, steady platform. Step-Lock 
holds the entire unit where you want it . . . no rolling when user 
is on the deck. 

REACHES HIGH SHELVES 
With an average eye level of 10.5' on the SH-6-TR, the user can 
easily reach high shelves or racks that are beyond the capacity 
of most carts. 

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION 
Natural satin finish non-rusting aluminum alloy is 1/8-inch 
sheet and angle stock with 3/4-inch IPS pipe. All-welded 
construction with reinforced stress points insures low 
maintenance and long life. Spring-lift ladder is aligned and bolt-
mounted in adjustable guides. User's weight depresses and 
holds ladder to floor for firm, positive bearing. Steps are 
specially extruded for strength and safety. Other quality features 
that reduce impact, noise, and wear include Delrin ladder guide 
sleeves, rubber bumper stops, ladder feet plugs and rubber tips, 
ball-bearing caster swivels, and wheels with non-marking 
rubber tires and shimmy dampeners. 

MODEL SH-6-TR

MODEL S-7-2

MODEL SH-6-TR 
High 30" x 48" working platform with handrail puts user eye-
level height at 10.5' with reach to 12.5' or more. Long shelves have 
vertical clearance for objects to 28.75" high. 

MODEL S-7-2 
Has the strength and height of a Hi-Level ladder plus the utility of 
a 2 shelf stock picker. Clearance between shelves is over 28". 

MODEL 89151 
HEAVY-DUTY LADDER CART 
With this heavy-duty cart reaching 11 feet high, this cart is ideal 
for hard-to-reach racking or high maintenance jobs. 

MODEL AL-1 
This unit provides a stable, maneuverable work platform for 
maintenance jobs or stock picking in normally out-of-reach 
areas. Top step height is over 8 feet, which puts user eye level at 
13 feet and adjustable work tray extends to over 11 feet. This 
model features a ballast tank that holds 170 lbs. of water to give 
added stability and a hinged top section that folds to clear 
doorways. 

MODEL 89151

MODEL AL-1


